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Fig.: Ocean volume in PMIP models. Dashed lines: ocean volume computed from high resolution topographic files.

We see that the changes associated with a low sea level are accounted differently in models:
- Ocean volume is rarely accurate in PMIP simulations of the LGM.
- Ocean volume change conditions the adjustments recommended in Kageyama et al., 2017.

Take-home messages
- Consistency between models is needed when dealing with large changes of bathymetry to
enable multimodel comparisons of coupled carbon-climate simulations at the LGM .
In particular, the ocean volume and related alkalinity adjustment should be carefully
considered as there is a risk of simulating a low CO 2 for the wrong reasons.
- PMIP-carbon models are far from simulating the CO2 drawdown, especially if they have a
low ocean volume at the LGM.
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- Large increase of carbon sequestration
(250 GtC) with the alkalinity adjustment
- Various increase of carbon sequestration
depending on ocean volume change
Table: Modelling choices of iLOVECLIM simulations.
Ocean boundary conditions (BCs) are specified by: G
(GLAC-1D), I (ICE-6G-C) or PI (etopo1). Automated
adjustments are: active (x), inactive (-), turned off (no),
done according to a theoretical value of -3.22% (yes).
Fig.: Atmospheric CO2 in (a) PMIP-carbon subset and
(b) iLOVECLIM simulations. Dashed lines: PI (280 ppm)
and LGM (190 ppm) CO2 levels from data. (c) Ocean
carbon vs volume plot for a subset of PMIP-carbon
models and iLOVECLIM simulations.
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